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Romita Sur: VP External- Law Representative (Nov 3, 2016)  

 

SSMU Equity Committee 

 Been difficult to attend SSMU meetings as they are the exact time as my LSA 

council meetings and during universal break of the faculty when everything 

basically happens 

 Met with Erin and Simone a couple weeks ago to make a plan for collaborations 

with groups from the Law faculty. Ex: WOCC, LNFB  

 

LSA:  

 The report of the Universal Design Coordinator will be published this week in the 

Quid Novi. The report is very detailed and highlights problems with regards to 

accessibility, equity, and inclusivity. There are also a few suggestions made to 

address these problems.  

 We had been dealing with an important issue within the Law Faculty in regards to 

a Professional Program. It created a debate within students but in the end our 

association wrote a letter of support for the continuation of the program for the 

time it was allotted.  

 Our General Assembly is coming up where we have to get our budget approved  

 Our Alumni coffeehouse went really well last week and Tom Mulcair made an 

appearance as well.  

 

Events happening in the Faculty:  

o McGill Institute for the Study of Canada and McGill Faculty of Law- 

Electoral Reform: Should We Change How We Vote: November 1, McGill 

Faculty Club  

 

The November blues seem to be approaching our faculty with all assignments and 

midterms piling up, I hope it passes soon!  



ArtSci Representative to SSMU Report 

 

- SSPN threw its first event of the year, 4floors. Went super successful, no cops or ambulances 
were called. Broke even, maybe even possibly made revenue from the event. 

 

- Funding committee meets for the first time on Monday! Unfortunately, I can’t make it due to a 
midterm at the same time but I’m sure it went well 

 

- The old VP finance for ArtSci faculty resigned so we had a nomination/voting period for a new VP 
finance. The new one has been appointment and that person is Chelsea Ayukawa. We’ll be 
approving our annual budget at the next meeting 

 

Jerry Jiang  

Arts and Science Councillor  

 

September 14th, 2016 

Science Undergraduate Society 

General Council Meeting 

LEA, Room 232 

7:30 PM 

 

Science Representative Report - Caitlin Mehrotra  
 

Academics 

- Grad Fair 

-  Nov 2nd 11 am-3pm  

- SSMU Ballroom 

- Gert’s Wine and Cheese 

- Nov 16th 5-8pm  

- Faculty of Science Meeting 

- good 

SUSEC  

- Herb and Coffee Sales (just finished) 

- Hosted a DIY Costume Event at Ecole 
 

Social SUStainability Month 

- Chosen charity → L’abri en ville 
 

SUS Equity Committee  

- Equity workshops Nov 14th and 24th from 5:30-7:00pm 

- 1-3 people from each dept  
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